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Abstract 
Instrumented Footwear and Machine Learning for Gait Analysis and Training 
Jesus Antonio Prado de la Mora 
 
Gait analysis allows clinicians and researchers to quantitatively characterize the kinematics 
and kinetics of human movement. Devices that quantify gait can be either portable, such as 
instrumented shoes, or non-portable, such as motion capture systems and instrumented walkways. 
There is a tradeoff between these two classes of systems in terms of portability and accuracy. 
However, recent computer advances allow for the collection of meaningful data outside of the 
clinical setting. In this work, we present the DeepSole system combined with the different neural 
network models. This system is a fully capable to characterize the gait of the individuals and 
provide vibratory feedback to the wearer. Thanks to the flexible construction and its wireless 
capabilities, it can be comfortably worn by wide arrange of people, both able-bodied and people 
with pathologies that affect their gait. It can be used for characterization, training, and as an 
abstract sensor to measure human gait in real-time. 
Three neural network models were designed and implemented to map the sensors 
embedded in the DeepSole system to gait characteristics and events. The first one is a recurrent 
neural network that classifies the gait into the correct gait phase of the wearer. This model was 
validated with data from healthy young adults and children with Cerebral Palsy. Furthermore, this 
model was implemented in real-time to provide vibratory feedback to healthy young adults to 
create temporal asymmetry on the dominant side during regular walking. During the experiment, 
the subjects who walked had an increased stance time on both sides, but the dominant side was 
affected more.  
The second model is encoder-decoder recurrent neural network that maps the sensors into 
current gait cycle percentage. This model is useful to provide continuous feedback that is 
synchronized to the gait. This model was implemented in real-time to provide vibratory feedback 
to six muscle groups used during regular walking. The effects of the vibration were analyzed. It 
was found that depending on the feedback, the subjects changed their spatial and temporal gait 
parameters. 
The third model uses all the sensors in the instrumented footwear to identify a motor 
phenomenon called freezing of gait in patients with Parkinson’s Disease. This phenomenon is 
characterized by transient periods, usually lasting for several seconds, in which attempted 
ambulation is halted. The model has better performance than the state-of-the-art and does not 
require any pre-processing.  
The DeepSole system when used in conjunction with the presented models is able to 
characterize and provide feedback in a wide range of scenarios. The system is portable, 
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The presented work shows the design and validation of an instrumented footwear system 
called DeepSole System. This wearable system can be used for gait analysis and training. Three 
main aims have been realized and presented. 
The first aim is the design of an instrumented footwear that is comfortable and unobtrusive 
to the wearer. This is described in detailed in Chapter 1. Three main parts of the system are 
described: the insole module, the electronics modules, and the data recording and transmission. 
This system can be used both for gait analysis and gait training. 
The second aim is to create algorithms that enhance the performance of the instrumented 
footwear. These algorithms are explained in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.  
Chapter 2 describes a neural network model used for segmentation of the gait into strides 
and gait phases. This model was tested with young adults and in children with cerebral palsy. The 
study presented shows that the model is capable of segmenting and classifying the phase of the 
gait for both populations. 
Chapter 3 expands on gait analysis by implementing a neural network model that can 
predict the current gait cycle percentage. To understand the best architecture for the neural network 
model, different models were tested with a dataset collected form healthy young adults. With this 
process, an architecture was found that is capable of continuously predicting the current gait cycle 
percentage at a continuous frequency of 50 Hz. This model uses the data from the instrumented 
footwear without any data preprocessing or human intervention. 
Chapter 4 expands the gait characterization and uses the classification properties of the 




Freezing of Gait. To achieve this, a dataset was collected from people who presented this 
phenomenon. The participants were asked to walk for six minutes and the session was recorded by 
the DeepSole system and a video camera. A clinical expert provided a detailed analysis of the 
video by identifying the freezing of gait events at a resolution of 1 seconds. This data was used to 
train a neural network model capable of identifying the events from the sensors embedded in the 
DeepSole System. 
Finally, the third aim is to test the footwear and algorithms in real-time to provide gait 
training dependent on the gait of the individual. These experiments are described in Chapters 5 
and 6. 
Chapter 5 shows an experiment that utilizes the neural network model presented in Chapter 
2. The model is used to identify the stance phase in real-time and provide vibratory feedback on 
the dominant foot of the subject. The goal of the feedback is to evaluate the effect of vibratory 
feedback to create temporal asymmetry in the gait of the subjects. This experiment shows that 
unilateral vibratory feedback can be used to create temporal asymmetry in the gait of the subjects. 
Although, given that walking is a bilateral activity, changing one side influences the other side as 
well. 
Chapter 6 uses the neural network presented in Chapter 3 and expands the DeepSole system 
to provided muscle vibration, timed to the gait cycle prediction. In this experiment, healthy young 
adults walked with two different types of vibration. The six vibration motors were mounted on 
different muscle groups on the legs of the subjects. The vibration motors were mounted at the 
rectus femoris, biceps femoris, and tibial anterior on each side. The first type of vibration feedback 
was a constant vibration of all six muscles. The second type was timed to the gait phase, each 




showed that both types of vibration have a unique effect on the gait of the subjects. Constant 
vibration affects primarily the temporal parameters of gait, e.g., stride time. While timed vibration 







Chapter 1: DeepSole System Design 
Gait analysis allows clinicians and researchers to quantitatively characterize the kinematics 
and kinetics of human movement. Sensor based gait characterization systems are recognized as 
clinical tools to analyze patient mobility[1]. For example, quantitative gait data has been used to 
determine the need for surgery in children with Cerebral Palsy (CP) and to prescribe the care and 
treatment after surgery [2]. Furthermore, Wren et at[3] showed that children with CP who 
underwent clinical gait analysis before lower extremity orthopedic surgery had significantly lower 
incidence of additional surgery.  
Devices that quantify gait can be either portable, such as instrumented shoes, or non-
portable, such as motion capture systems and instrumented walkways. There is a tradeoff between 
these two classes of systems in terms of portability and accuracy. The most accurate strategies to 
detect gait events using motion capture [4] or instrumented mats [5]. These devices are precise but 
are limited to lab settings. However, recent computer advances allow for the collection of 
meaningful data outside of the clinical setting, over different terrains and activities [6]. This is 
critical for recording abnormal walking behaviors, e.g., episodic phenomena like freezing of gait 
of patients with Parkinson’s Disease [7]. Although the portable devices permit longer recordings 
in natural environments, the added flexibility increases the potential for sensor misinterpretation. 
This error can be significant when used on participants with irregular walking, such as the elderly, 
or individuals with CP, adding to the complexity of data processing. 
Gait characterization typically includes both spatial and temporal parameters. These 




rehabilitation. For example, stride to stride fluctuations can be used to assess risk of falls [8], [9] 
and gait variability has been used as a good predictor for dementia [10], [11]. 
To characterize the gait of a wide range of population, the DeepSole system shown in 
Figure 1.1 was created. This system consists of a soft, flexible insole which can be comfortably 
inserted into any standard footwear and an IMU mounted on the top of the footwear. It collects 
signals from twelve channels: three pressure signals, three linear accelerations, three angular 
velocities, and three Euler angles. The accelerations, velocities and Euler angles are measured in 
the local IMU coordinate system. The sensor readings are recorded on an on-board microSD card 
and streamed through Wi-Fi using UDP data packets.  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Left, subject wearing the DeepSole system. Right, printed circuit board with 
microcontroller and IMU, and instrumented insole with pressure sensors (yellow outline) and 
vibration motors (green outline). 
 
1.1 Insole Module 
Each insole (Figure 1.2) consists of three pressure areas: one located under the phalanges, 
second located under the metatarsals, and the third located under the calcaneus. The pressure 
sensors are made with a layer of piezoresistive e-textile (Eontex, CA) in between two layers of 




piezoresistive properties. The resistance of the fabric decreases when the applied load increases 
anywhere on the sensing area. By placing the sensors in the aforementioned locations, we can 
capture loading changes during the gait. The sensors provide an average loading of each 
independent area instead of just a single point. This feature is especially useful when characterizing 
populations with irregular loading during gait, such as children with CP.   
 
 
The vibration motors are located under the first and fifth metatarsals, and the calcaneus. 
Each can be controlled independently to change the vibration intensity. The system can be donned 
in minutes and is similar to putting on a regular pair of shoes. Due to the soft materials used, the 
insoles are indistinguishable by the wearer. 
 
1.2 Electronics Module 
All the electronics are contained within a custom board of 40x45 mm, shown in Figure 1.3. 
The board connects to the insole module using an 8-pin connector. It consists of 6 submodules: 
1) Microcontroller: A Photon (Particle, San Francisco) is an Internet of Things hardware 
development board. It has an ARM Cortex M3 microcontroller with integrated Wi-Fi, I2c 
communication, SPI communication, and 12-bit analog-to-digital convertor (ADC). 
Figure 1.2 Exploded view of the right insole module. The bottom layer is conductive fabric 
connected to ground, the middle layer is piezoresistive e-textile, and the top layer is conductive 




2) IMU: The 3-Space Embedded (Yost, Ohio) is 9 DoF inertial unit. It uses SPI 
communication and calculates the orientation at a frequency of 250 Hz with a ±1o accuracy. 
3) Micro-SD card writer: The system can write all the sensors readings to a Micro-SD card. 
This allows the system to record long sessions without data loss. 
4) Pressure submodule: consists of 3 voltage dividers connected to the ADC of the Photon. 
The resistances were calibrated to maximize the loading measurements. 
5) Vibrator submodule: consists of 3 Mosfet transistors connected to Pulse-width modulation 
pins of the Photon. This allows the system to modify the intensity of the vibration as 
commanded. 
6) Charge management: battery management integrated circuit that allows the system to run 




Figure 1.3 DeepSole board. Right is the front of the board; the Particle Photon is the main unit 





1.3 Data Recording and Transmission  
The DeepSole system can record and stream data to up to 250Hz. All communication is 
done using the User Datagram Protocol, this protocol is used for time-sensitive communication 
where having the latest packet is more important than receiving all packets. Each packet is 37 bytes 
longs and contains a header, a footer, timestamp, 12 sensor readings, a sync flag, and the id of the 
shoe.  
Each side can be controlled independently for data recording and vibratory feedback. To 
control the modules, a custom Graphical User Interface (GUI) was made using Python, shown in 
Figure 1.4. The GUI allows the user to control and monitor the system by showing the values of 
the sensors in real time. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Graphical Interface to control the DeepSole system. The GUI allows to start/stop 
recording, change the data collection frequency, ping the boards. It also shows the values of the 




The two hardware modules along with the software for data transmission and recording. 
Allows us to use the DeepSole system with a wide variety of people. But the hardware and the 
software only provide raw sensor data. To use the data for gait analysis and training, it must be 
processed. This processing is commonly done manually by carefully designing algorithms that 
identify patterns and features in the signals. But this process is difficult, and it needs to be 
individualized for each subject. 
In the incoming chapters, artificial neural networks will be explored as a replacement for 
the manual processing of the sensor data. Artificial neural networks can be applied as universal 
approximators for mapping one domain to another. They are computationally expensive during 




Chapter 2: Neural Networks for Gait Segmentation 
Wearable devices can make gait analysis convenient and portable [12], allowing data 
collection for characterization and long-term monitoring in any environment [13]. State-of-the-art 
wearable devices use e-Textiles and flexible electronics [14] to conform to the shape of the user, 
minimizing impact on their motion. Wearable devices tend to be less accurate than their laboratory 
counterparts [15], making it challenging to use for gait measurement without any preprocessing. 
To analyze the gait data collected, most techniques involve two stages: (i) segmenting the 
data into steps or strides to calculate temporal parameters, then (ii) estimating the spatial 
parameters using the segmented data.  
The initial contact time, usually made by the heel, is set as the start of the gait cycle [16]. 
Different algorithms have been proposed to obtain gait. These methods analyze the sensor readings 
but require human effort to validate and “clean” the data, e.g., for removing sensor errors or noise. 
This is a time intensive step and prone to errors as only a limited number of features during the 
sensor measurements can be considered, e.g., pressure or inertial measurements. The methods 
mentioned above provide good performance but rely on the skills of a person analyzing the data 
to find the important features in the recorded gait. Also, algorithms need to be formulated to 
identify these engineered features. The difficulty of finding these features increases as the number 
of sensors grows. However, limiting the number and types of sensors introduces the risk that data 
cannot be processed if the device malfunctions.  
Various algorithms for wearable devices using thresholding [17], rule-based [18], or 
machine learning [19] have been proposed to identify gait events. Han et al. [20] used an IMU at 




and acceleration with a reported accuracy of 94%. Karuei et al. presented a rule-based method to 
analyze walking cadence with a smartphone at a rate of 0.5 Hz [21]. Delgado-Gonzalo et al. used 
an accelerometer and ruled-based algorithm to estimate gait parameters at a frequency of 1.0 Hz 
[22]. Given than the average human gait is 2 Hz [16] and these methods vary in accuracy and 
latency, some are unsuitable for continuous gait training. 
Machine learning allows to automate tedious processes and greatly reduces the time needed 
to obtain meaningful output data. Hannink et al [23] used Convolution Neural Networks to obtain 
spatiotemporal gait parameters from an inertial sensor with performance comparable to state-of-
the-art devices. Manini et al [24] created a gait segmentation algorithm using Hidden Markov 
Models (HMM) with signals acquired from a gyroscope mounted at the foot. They obtained an 
accuracy of 98.3% when considering an event identified by a rejection window less than ±30 ms. 
For their experiment, they used only three healthy participants walking on a treadmill for two 
minutes at various speeds and inclines.  
Lopez-Nava et al[25] used a Bayesian model to estimate the temporal gait parameters of 
ten healthy participants over three 7.6 m laps at a comfortable walking speed. Only the acceleration 
data was recorded and processed, showing an accuracy and precision (absolute error ± standard 
deviation) of 9.1±6.5 ms for step time, 42.3±20.2 ms for stance phase time, and 32.2±13.9 ms for 
swing time.   
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) allow the mapping of an input vector X to an output 
vector Y, where the input and output can be multidimensional [26]. The algorithm looks at a single 
event through different sensors and merges this information in their mapping, thus avoiding the 
need to manually program algorithms that recognize engineered features. For time-series data, the 




Networks (RNN). CNN are specialized for processing data that have a grid-like topology [27], and 
have been successfully used to identify human motion from the signal of several Inertial 
Measurement Units (IMU) [28]. RNN are models with the ability to sequentially process 
information one element at a time, generating a sequence-to-sequence mapping [29]. They excel 
at determining outputs from inputs that are not independent [30]. RNN are more desirable than 
CNN because they accumulate data, capturing long-range time dependencies [30].  
Segmentation is the step of gait analysis that involves splitting the data into cycles. Each 
cycle is defined by Heel Strikes and Toe Offs. Even though several algorithms exist to identify 
these events, they usually involve supervision and intervention from a human to identify faulty 
cycles. False positives can come either from sensor errors, or from gait variability of the 
participants. Identifying faulty cycles is time intensive and could take the user between 1 hour to 
12+ hours to analyze 6 minutes of walking data of each subject. 
Using HS and TO, we can segment data and calculate 15+ spatial gait parameters. A 
graphical example of the different gait events and how to identify these using only HS and TO 
events is shown in Figure 2.1. With our proposed algorithm, we wish to substitute commonly used 
thresholding algorithms to segment the data. The thresholding algorithms are ineffective when the 
user has an abnormal gait, as the pressure data can be erratic, and a single threshold value may not 
be sufficient for the entire recording. 
A model specifically created to reliably identify and characterize a person’s gait using the 
raw data, without any pre-processing, the time needed to obtain meaningful data would be greatly 
reduced. This would allow researchers and clinicians to record and analyze long walking sessions 




accuracy and precision when compared to the state-of-the-art methods, while still significantly 
reducing the processing time. 
 
To achieve this, an RNN model that classifies the recordings from an instrumented shoe 
was designed. The model output is used to segment the walking data and to calculate temporal 
characteristics of the gait. RNN was chosen over CNN because it provides an output for every 
intermediate step of the network[26]. This model property was used to reduce the number of 
incorrect predictions. The input to the network is the data of three pressure sensors, a 3-axis 
accelerometer, and Euler angles of the feet. Here, we show that using the RNN classifier, we can 
segment the walking data within seconds without human intervention. 
 
2.1 Dataset Description 
The dataset used for the training and evaluation of the model consists of 28 healthy 
participants over 18 years old (8 females and 20 males, age 19 to 31). A second dataset of 7 children 
Figure 2.1 Top: a graphical representation of a normal gait cycle and how the events are defined 




(4 females and 3 males, age 7 to 14) with CP was collected and used for evaluation. Participant 
characteristics are listed in Table 1. Since the experiment of walking with shoes is non-invasive, 
the only requirement to participate in the experiment was the ability to walk independently for 6 
minutes. None of the participants used assistive devices during their testing.  
For the CP group, the inclusion criteria were that they were diagnosed with unilateral CP, 
were able to walk for 6 min without any assistance, cooperative, and aged between 6 and 17 years 
old. People that presented other neurological disorders, e.g., orthopedic surgery or botulinum toxin 
injections on the affected leg within 6 months were excluded from the experiment.  
 












CP001 185 94 12 M 15 Left II I MCA 
CP002 170 52 12 M 14 Left II I PVL 
CP003 132 24 6 W 10 Left II II PVL 
CP004 152 52 6 W 12 Right I I MCA 
CP005 137 42 5 W 8 Left III II PVL 
CP006 138 27 5 W 9 Left III II PVL 
CP007 155 33 7 M 14 Left II I PVL 
 
The participants were asked to perform the 6-minute walk test (6MWT) [31] while wearing 
the DeepSole system. During this test, a subject walked at a self-selected speed for 6 minutes in a 
hallway equipped with a Zeno Walkway (Protokinetics, PA). The walkway has a total length of 
6m, but 2m were added to the extremes of the walkway to make a total walking distance of 10m. 
Data was recorded simultaneously from both systems. Parents and children signed informed 





2.2 Architecture Design 
From the DeepSole, we obtain nine signals: three pressure sensor readings, three linear 
accelerations, and three Euler angles. The last 20 readings from the sensors are appended into a 
matrix Xϵℝ20x9  to use as inputs to the RNN. Here, the columns represent the values of the signals 
and the rows represent the time when the signals were recorded. The last row is the current reading 
at time (t) and first row is the readings at time (t − 19 ∗ dt), where dt is the sampling time of 10 
ms. In the training set, the left and right-side recordings were used indiscriminately. This allowed 
the model to classify the data using information only from the desired side. This should make the 
model suitable for predicting symmetric and asymmetric gait, as each side is predicted 
independently. 
Since HS and TO are very short time events, creating a model to identify these events 
would be impractical. Therefore, the gait cycle was split into the phases of a step and the HS and 
TO information were later reconstructed from this output. Using this approach, we can obtain 
several training samples from a single step instead of only 2 per step, one for HS and one for TO. 
The Network is an RNN classifier with two classes: stance phase and swing phase. Using this 
strategy, the model can generate a function of time showing the phase of the gait. By using the 
differentiation of the output, we can identify HS as going from off the ground to on the ground 
(ẏ = −1), and TO as the point where the foot is no longer in contact with the ground (?̇? = 1). 
 
The output of the network is a binary function of time that shows the phases of the gait: 
y(t) =  {
     0       𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑐𝑒





Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of the model's architecture. First, the input matrix is 
normalized per channel and is fed into a RNN containing 8 layers, each with 20 Gated Recurrent 
Unit (GRU) cells[32].  
From the RNN, we obtain a matrix 𝑅ϵℝ20x20 , where every row i corresponds to the 
predicted value of y(i + 1), and i = 20 is equivalent to the current time[29]. This matrix is used 
in the classification layers. 
The model splits into two outputs, one part gives the expected values for y(t) to (t − 10) 
using rows i = 9 to i = 19 from matrix R and the following equations: 
j = 19 − n (2) 
y(t − n) = argmax (softmax(RjWj + bj)) (3) 
where y(t − n) is the predicted value at time t − n, Rj is the j
th row of matrix R, Wjϵℝ
20𝑥2 
is a weight matrix and bjϵℝ
1x2 is a bias vector. 
 
Figure 2.2 Network Architecture for the segmentation model. Sensor measurements are fed to 





The second output predicts the value of y(t + 1) by considering the previous values of y 
using: 
y(t + 1) = argmax (softmax(RtWt + ypWp + bt)) (4) 
y𝑝 =  {
     𝑦𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒         𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
    𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑       𝑖𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 (5) 
where y(t + 1) is the predicted time for the next location of the foot given the past 20 
sensor readings, Rt is the last row of matrix R, Wtϵℝ
20𝑥2, Wpϵℝ
10𝑥2 are weight matrices and 
btϵℝ
1𝑥2 is a bias vector. yp is a row vector containing the last 10 values of the output y(t). During 
training, these values are fed from the training set, but during run and evaluation the predictions 
obtained from Eq. (3) are used.  
In equations (3),(4) the SoftMax activation and the argmax combined create a "1-of-2" 
encoding, winner-takes-all of the outputs[33]. The SoftMax function is used to represent the 
probability distribution over two classes[27] and argmax is used to choose the class with the 
highest probability.   
Each model was trained over 200 epochs, i.e. the model goes 200 times through the dataset 
using an Adams optimizer[34]  to minimize the cross-entropy loss function (6). 





                                                                                   (6) 
 
2.3 Model Evaluation 
The model presented is a classifier of the gait phase, i.e., 0 for stance and 1 for swing. To 




Given the model architecture, at every time t, two outputs are provided, the predicted phase 
and the expected phase for the last 10 measurements. This means that after 10 system cycles, at 
every time t, there are 10 values for the position of the foot at time t. By rounding the mean of all 
ten predictions, the output can reduce the number of false predictions. This is particularly useful 
at the HS and TO gait events since these are located at the transition between states and should be 
singleton events per step cycle.  
To test the performance of the algorithm, a "leave-one-out cross-validation" (LCV) test 
was performed over the P participants (P=28). A total of P models were trained with P-1 
participants[35]. The LCV was repeated P times excluding a different subject for every iteration. 
For each of the P models created, the dimensions of the training datasets were kept constant by 
randomly selecting 5000 samples from each subject (2500 stance phase and 2500 swing phase 
samples). Using 5000 samples per subject means that for training, we are only using 50 seconds 
out of the 6 minutes recorded. By decoupling the effects of the participants involved in the training, 
this cross-validation allows performance evaluation of the learning ability of the network 
architecture. 
Two participants were selected and tested with each model (28 participants for each group). 
The participants were divided into two categories: In-Training (IT) and Not-In-Training (NIT). 
NIT members are the participants left out of the training for the model tested. IT were participants, 
picked at random, whose step information were used during the training of a model. Each subject 
was tested two times, once as part of IT and once as part of NIT.  If the classification performance 
of the network and error ranges are similar between groups, the model could be used with unknown 




The model with the highest test accuracy was used with a dataset of 7 children with CP. 
To assess the performance of the RNN, the HS and TO identified were compared against the 
walkway recording. Each event was paired using a maximum search window of 0.5 seconds to 
identify the corresponding step. Each event required the HS and TO to be identified. If any was 
missing, the event was counted as unidentified and was not used for the error calculation. The 
mean errors (ME) and mean absolute errors (MAE) were used to quantify the accuracy and 
precision of the RNN. 
 
2.4 Results 
During the training, the 28 models achieved a mean accuracy (ME ± SD) for classifying 
the gait phase (Eq. 1) of 91.45±0.27% for 𝑦 at time t+1 (Eq. 4), and 91.03±0.21% for yp (Eq. 3) 
at time t − 9 to time t on the training dataset. For the test dataset, the mean accuracy was 
89.20±4.73% for y(t + 1) and 89.08±4.64% for yp. 
The model was able to identify 4138 out of 4198 steps for NIT comparison, each step a HS 
and TO, for 28 participants over 6 minutes of walking; this is a 98.6% identification rate. For the 
IT group, it identified 99.4% of the steps (4174). For the CP group, the RNN identified 1776 out 
of 2192 steps for the 7 participants; this is an 81.0% rate.  
For the NIT group, the model was able to achieve an accuracy and precision (ME ± SD) of 
-5.9 ± 37.1 ms for HS and 11.4 ± 47.4ms for TO. The IT group achieved an accuracy and precision 
of -8.3 ± 23.5 ms for HS and 10.7 ± 42.3 ms for TO. For the CP group, the model achieved 26.4± 
46.0 ms for HS and 21.0 ± 94.6 ms for TO. Results showing the mean error and the RMSE are 




The error histogram and the Bland-Altman plots[36] between the RNN and the reference 
system for the three groups and the two events are presented in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. The 
Bland-Altman plots show that the performance of the NN is maintained over the complete 
recording. 
 
Table 2 Results by Group and Event in Milliseconds 
Event NIT IT CP 
 ME ± SD MAE ± SD ME ± SD MAE ± SD ME ± SD MAE ± SD 
HS -5.9 ± 37.1 23.9 ± 29.0 -8.3 ± 23.5 16.8 ± 18.5 26.4± 46.0 35.2 ± 39.7 
TO 11.4 ± 47.4 35.9 ± 32.8 10.7 ± 42.3 32.8 ± 28.7 21.0 ± 94.6 68.6 ± 68.6 
 
   
(a) NIT TO frequency histogram (b) IT TO frequency histogram (c) CP TO frequency histogram 
(d) NIT TO Bland-Altman (e) IT TO Bland-Altman (f) CP TO Bland-Altman 
Figure 2.3 Error distributions of the identification errors for TO with respect to the reference 
system. 5a, 5b, and 5c show a histogram of the error distributions for the three groups. The 




     
Figure 2.4 Error distributions of the identification errors for HS with respect to the reference 
system. 4a, 4b, and 4c show a histogram of the error distributions for the three groups. The Band-
Altman plots showing the bounding error for HS for the NIT, IT, and CP 
2.5 Discussion 
The algorithm was tested with dataset of 28 adult participants and 7 children with CP. The 
model was able to utilize the full range of sensors to segment the data even when sensor error was 
present, Figure 2.5.  The classification capabilities were maintained when the subject was not 
involved in the training. This was tested using LCV; the precision and accuracy were maintained 
between the NIT and IT groups. This means that the RNN architecture learned to classify the gait 
by using the multi-dimensional space created by the pressure and inertial sensors and could be 
used without subject specific calibration for the healthy group and further testing is need for other 
populations.  
(a) NIT HS frequency histogram (b) IT HS frequency histogram (c) CP HS frequency histogram 





The results in this study show that the algorithm presented, based on RNN for segmentation 
and estimation of temporal parameters of gait, provides reliable performance compared to a 
commonly used instrumented walkway when tested with healthy adults. Furthermore, it has a 
similar accuracy and performance to other Machine Learning algorithms that use techniques like 
Hidden Markov Models or Bayesian Models, even when it was tested with over 200 minutes of 
walking.   
Even though the RNN had a diminished accuracy and identification rate when used with 
children with CP, the results are encouraging. Especially, when we consider that the RNN was 
trained with young adults and it had never seen data from children, let alone those with CP. As 
shown by Wren et al[37], children with CP often present  with gait abnormalities such as equinus 
and calcaneus, and in-toeing and out-toeing. This makes processing the recordings even with a 
reference system challenging and time consuming, since it involves manual correction. With the 
RNN, the processing of all 7 participants took only seconds. This means that the algorithm may 
Figure 2.5 Sensor error due to variability in the walking characteristics of subjects. RNN 
Model can classify the data despite the misreading. Only Heel (calcaneus) and Toe (distal 




be used with long recordings outside of a clinic environment, where even an 80% detection rate 
can still provide the overall trends of the gait. Also, we believe that by increasing the number of 
participants with CP and combining the datasets between adult and children participants, we can 
create models usable on both populations. 
The presented model can be use not only to segment gait data into strides and steps. It can 
also be used to provide feedback at specific events or during specific gait phases. Although, given 
that the output of the model is a discrete signal it would not be useful for close-loop feedback that 





Chapter 3: Neural Network for Gait Cycle Percentage Prediction 
While the algorithm presented in the previous chapter can be used to identify specific gait 
events, like Heel Strike (HS) and Toe Off (TO), that are widely used in event-detection-based 
open-loop feedback strategies.  
A better metric for continuous gait training would be gait cycle percentage. The gait cycle 
begins at a heel strike (HS) of one foot and ends at the next HS of the same foot (Figure 3.1). It is 
comprised of both stance and swing phases [38]. Stance phase typically occurs from 0 to 60% of 
the full stride. It is the period when a foot is in contact with the ground, from the HS to toe off 
(TO) of the same foot.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 The phases and events in a normal gait cycle, including gait events like Heel Strike and 
Toe Off, and Single and Double support stages. 
 
For continuous prediction of a cyclic motion, one method commonly used in gait-assistance 
devices is an Adaptive Frequency Oscillator (AFO). This method uses oscillators to predict the 
cycle percentage of pseudo-periodic signals. Some algorithms use pressure sensors to detect the 




algorithms can adapt to changes of cycle frequency but require a few cycles to achieve it. AFO is 
frequently used to control exoskeletons [41]–[43], where the signals of sensors are used to identify 
the current gait percentage and modify the feedback or controller accordingly. 
One way to accurately track gait cycle, despite sudden changes in the gait, is by using an 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Using a training dataset, ANNs can automatically identify 
patterns in the signals and map these to a desired output function. ANNs use stochastic gradient 
descent and backpropagation [44] to optimize the weights in the network. This property allows the 
network to analyze several arrays of sensors in a single step. 
Identifying gait characteristics from raw sensor signals is challenging, as these vary for 
each individual due to physiological differences and walking environment [45]. However, the 
general patterns in the sensor signals remain the same over the cycles for typically walking 
individuals. 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) use convolution to find the kernel parameters 
automatically, reducing the noise by encoding and decoding the data [27]. It has been used to 
identify human motion from IMU signals [28]. 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) capture time dependencies in the data and generate 
sequence-to-sequence mapping [29]. RNN models use leaky units to help the network maintain its 
state, accumulate data over time, and forget the previous states when they are no longer relevant 
[27]. 
ANNs have also been used for continuous gait tracking. Vu et al [46] used an Exponentially 
Delayed Fully connected Neural Network (ED-FNN) to predict the gait cycle percentage with a 
resolution of 1%. Using a dataset of seven healthy subjects, they achieved a performance of 0.01 




used this network to predict the gait cycle with a resolution of 1%. Although their results are 
promising, the validation of their network was done with the data of the same subjects who were 
used in the training. In this strategy, baseline data is needed for each new subject to achieve the 
reported performance online. This extra baseline session can prove difficult for subjects with gait 
abnormalities which limit the amount of continuous walking they can do. Furthermore, if the target 
of the training is to modify the gait with respect to the baseline, the calibration might not be valid 
for all training sessions. 
Since ANNs treat each sample as an independent event, they do not require any 
prepossessing between subjects or side. Also, the network can respond immediately to changes in 
cadence. These properties make ANNs an attractive method to track the gait during training, where 
the goal is to change the typical gait of the patient. Furthermore, if the training dataset has sufficient 
inter-subject variability, this model could be used to predict novel subjects. This is a great 
advantage over methods like AFO and rule-based algorithms. 
To improve the gait cycle percentage prediction, an algorithm which predicts the 
percentage of the gait cycle using an ANN was created. This novel algorithm uses an Encoder-
Decoder RNN architecture that combines the filtering features of a CNN with the time series 
processing features of an RNN to predict the gait cycle percentage in real-time. We show that this 
model handles the raw data from 3 different sensed features (3 pressures, 3 accelerations, and 3 
rotation angles) and accurately predicts the gait. To validate the performance of the model and the 
effects of the different layers, an analysis was performed with data recorded from 24 healthy adults 
wearing the DeepSole system [12] shown in Figure 1.1. Using leave-one-out cross-validation 




show the performance of a pretrained model on a new subject without any calibration or baseline 
recording. 
 
3.1 Dataset Description 
The training dataset contains gait data from 24 healthy participants, 6 females and 18 males 
(age 25.1 ± 4.6 yrs., height 1.7 ± 0.09 m, weight 75 ± 4.6 kg). The participants walked for 6 mins 
on a 7 m long instrumented Zeno Walkway (Protokinetics, PA, USA). Each participant walked 
multiple continuous laps on the instrument walkway. Once the participant reached the end of the 
mat, they would turn around and walk back. This was repeated for the duration of the recording. 
Data were collected concurrently by the DeepSole system and the Zeno Walkway and were 
synchronized by sending a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packet to the footwear when the 
Walkway started recording. 
Signals from the DeepSole were originally collected at 200 Hz. However, to decrease the 
computational load, the training set was down sampled to 100 Hz. Signals from each subject were 
segmented to samples of 50 continuous time points as inputs to the neural networks, i.e., 50 data 
points at 100 Hz corresponds to a moving window of 0.5~s. We treat each sample as independent 
from one and other. The gait data from the Zeno Walkway were collected at 120~Hz and were 
used as the ground truth. The gait cycle percentage was calculated from HS to next HS of each 
side, as detected by the walkway. From each subject, 5,000 samples were randomly selected as 





3.2 Architecture Design 
Three ANN modules were evaluated to find the properties that they provide to the 
prediction. All modules received and output a 3D tensor, where the first dimension corresponds to 
the batch, the second to the time, and the third to the features. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Graphical overview of the neural network modules in the Encoder-Decoder RNN model. 
ERM is an encoder-decoder RNN that maps the 9 signals collected by the DeepSole system into the 
predicted gait cycle percentage. A 0 value corresponds to gait cycle start 
The dense module consisted of 3 fully-connected layers with 32, 64, and 512 neurons, 
respectively. Each layer used a rectified linear unit (ReLU) [47] activation. The weights were 
shared across the time dimension of the data. 
The RNN module consisted of one recurrent layer with 5 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 
cells [48]. Since this layer is capable of processing data sequentially and we wanted to predict the 
gait percentage for the next sample time, the data was processed forward. The recurrence was 
performed along the second dimension of the tensor. 
For the Encoder-Decoder (ED) module, three 1D convolutional layers with kernel sizes of 




tensors was fixed throughout the convolution by using the number of features of the input tensor 
as the number of filters. The convolution output was fed into the next module and then fed to a 
dense layer with a filter value of one, and then three 1D convolutional layers with kernel sizes of 
20, 10, and 5 to decode the output. For all convolutions, a padding was done to keep the 
dimensionality of the input and a ReLU activation was applied after each layer. 
The last layer for all model sequences was a fully-connected layer with a single neuron. 
The input to this layer was flattened and sigmoid activation was used to ensure that the output was 
bounded between 0 and 1.  
The Encoder-Decoder RNN model (ERM) presented uses the Encoder module, then the 
RNN module, followed by the dense module, Decoder module, and finally the last module. This 
architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. The hypothesis is that this model which combines all 3 modules 
in a single model will have the best prediction performance. This is similar to the Encoder-
Recurrent-Decoder model proposed by Fragkiadaki et al. to predict human body pose from video 
data [49]. 
Dropout was used throughout the model to avoid over-fitting [50]. To train the network, 
mean absolute error was optimized by applying the Adam optimizer [34]. 
 
3.3 Methods 
To test the algorithm accuracy and precision on novel subjects, a LCV test was performed 
[35] over P (P = 24) subjects. P models were trained using 5,000 samples from P-1 subjects for 
500 epochs. The validation dataset was the full recording from the subject that was left out and it 





3.3.1 Algorithm Evaluation Parameters 
The model should predict gait percentage accurately. This prediction should be sufficient 
to correctly identify and segment strides in a timely manner. To measure the algorithm's 
performance, four critical parameters were identified.  
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was used to measure the accuracy and precision of the 
predicted gait cycle percentage. 
To identify the HS, or beginning of the cycles, the first and second derivatives of the 
prediction were used. At the end of the cycle, the first derivative is negative, and the second 
derivative is positive. This is because the percentage changes drastically from 100% to 0%, then 
increments steadily. Using this property, we can identify the false positives as the moments where 
these conditions are met, but there is no HS. False negatives were considered when a HS occurred, 
but the derivative conditions were not met. The quantity of false positives and negatives are 
measurements of the segmentation capability of the algorithm. 
Lastly, to calculate HS detection delay, the predicted HS were paired with the ground truth 
HS. The time difference between these events quantifies the prediction delay. 
 
3.4 Results 
A total of 18,840 strides were used to measure the performance of the model. The strides 
were from both the left and right sides of all 24 subjects. Each of the evaluation parameters were 
calculated by comparing the entirety of each model's predicted gait cycle percentages with the 
ground truth. Therefore, for each model there are 24 values per evaluation parameter. The average 
of these performances is taken. For example, the reported lag for ERM is the average lag of the 




The model had an RMSE accuracy (mean ± sd) of 7.2 ± 2.4 % with a distribution (median 
± IQR) of 6.1 ± 3.6 %. The frequency accuracy of False Positives was 8.3 ± 7.3 % with a 
distribution of 7.3 ± 9.0 %. The frequency accuracy of False Negatives was 0.5 ± 1.3 % with a 
distribution of 0.1 ± 0.5 %. For Event ID Lag, the accuracy was 41.5 ± 24.7 ms with a distribution 




Figure 3.3 Box plot of the evaluated parameters for the ERM model. From right to left, Root Mean 
Square Error, False Positives, False Negatives, Event ID lag 
 
3.5 Discussion 
Adding the Encoder-Decoder module to the RNN and Dense modules (ERM) significantly 
reduces the RMSE of the predicted percentage of gait compared state-of-the-art. The ERM has 




other modules also reduces the HS identification lag, as the ERM lag is significantly lower than 
that of RM. Moreover, it has a low number of false positives and false negatives. 
Table 3 shows a comparison of the ERM with the state-of-the-art. The ERM has better 
performance in the HS identification lag than ruled-based [18] and HMM [19] methods. ERM has 
comparable performance to the ED-FNN [46], but the dataset used for testing is larger and the 
performance was tested with novel subjects. 
 
Table 3 Comparison with State-of-the-art for Event ID lag and RSME. Bolded rows are the 
presented model 





H. F.  
Maqboolet 
et al [18] 
Ruled-based 
17 ± 11 
(HS) 





-16 ± 15 
(HS) 
Mean ± sd No 9 
A. Prado 
et al 
Presented Model 4 ± 31 (HS) Mean ± sd No 24 
H. Vu 
et al [46] 
Neural Networks 10 % RMSE Yes 7 
A. Prado 
et al 
Presented Model 7.2 % RMSE No 24 
 
By using the LCV method, we can assess the performance of the model on novel subjects 




baseline recording for parameter tune up. Removing the need for a baseline recording could be 
critical when the subject has gait abnormalities and is only able to walk for a short period of time. 
Using supervised learning, this method is scalable, allowing an increase in the number of 
sensors in the system without increasing the complexity. Having redundancy of sensors is desirable 
in wearable devices, as the onboard sensors are more sensitive to environmental noise. The ERM 
architecture can be easily maintained, only needing tune ups of neurons and CNN filters. With 
other types of algorithms, the engineered features must be identified for each sensor, type of gait, 
and environment, which increases the complexity and computational load of the algorithms. 
Using ERM to predict gait, we treat each sample as an independent event. This means the 
model would retain the predictive capability when two concurrent strides differ. Other methods, 
like AFO, depend on a rolling average of the last n strides for accuracy. With ANN, each sample 
is independent. Therefore, it does not need to adapt to changes in frequency. Furthermore, this 
paradigm can also be applied to other human motions which are not cyclic. 
 
3.6 Conclusion  
This work shows that the combination of all modules into a convolutional encoder and 
decoder can be used to accurately learn the temporal correlation across a time sequence. The RNN 
was used to learn the temporal dynamics from multi-channel time series signals. This model can 
be used to predict the gait cycle percentage within 7% RMSE. Even though the subjects in the 
study had different cadences, the models were able to continuously predict the gait of the subject 
for both left and right sides.  
The presented method was only tested with healthy individuals, but it is capable of 




or weight. Although, the model was only tested with straight walking and a limited number of 
subjects, the proposed method could be expanded to other population and gaits by using a broader 
dataset.  
The left and right side are treated as independent. This means that a subject could have 
long strides on the right side and short strides on left and this would not affect the model's 
performance. This opens the door to training with a variety of patient populations with asymmetric 
gaits, such as individuals with Cerebral Palsy and stroke survivors. 
In the last two chapters, algorithms were presented that map the raw sensors of the 
DeepSole system to gait parameters. These parameters were tested with both normally developed 
adults and children with Cerebral Palsy. But other gait related events or phenomena can also be 
mapped. In the next chapter, this will be explored by using the raw sensor data from the system to 





Chapter 4: Neural Networks and Freezing of Gait 
Parkinson's disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder in the 
world, affecting about 1% of the population over 60 years of age [51]. Depending on the stage of 
the disease, between 20-60% of individuals with PD suffer from episodic freezing of gait (FoG) 
[52]. FOG is a motor phenomenon characterized by transient periods, usually lasting several 
seconds, in which attempted ambulation is halted. These events have been specifically described 
as “brief episodes during which patients find it impossible to generate effective forward stepping 
movements, in the absence of a cause other than parkinsonism or higher cortical deficits” [53]. 
Thus, FOG is not the result of muscle weakness, but is rather analogous to being “glued” to the 
floor. During FOG, while trying to move the feet to complete steps, the patient usually remains in 
the same place. Once the FOG event is overcome, the patient returns to moving at a normal pace 
until the next freezing episode develops [54], [55]. FOG is most commonly experienced during 
turning, step initiation and when the patient is faced with a special constraint such as a doorway, 
stress and distraction [54], [56]. Focused attention and sometimes external stimuli (cues) can help 
patients overcome FOG episodes. Because of its unpredictable nature, FOG often leads to falls 
[53]. Thus, FOG has notable clinical impact on PD patients owing to reduced mobility, loss of 
independence, recurrent falls, and subsequent physical injuries [57]. 
Most FoG episodes last less than 10 seconds, but as the disease progresses, the episodes 
occur more frequently and patients are less able to abort a freezing episode, leading to increased 
risk of falling. During the freezing episode, the person loses stability and has a higher risk of 
falling. Most falls of individuals with PD are intrinsic to the disease and may not be linked to the 




sensory stimulus, it is often challenging to reproduce FOG episodes in regular clinical or research 
settings [58]. 
While the traditional dopaminergic medications effective in treating most of the motor 
symptoms of PD such as rigidity, bradykinesia and tremor, FoG episodes are notoriously resistant 
to levodopa, especially as FoG worsens with the progression of PD [59]. Recent studies have 
reported reduction in the number of FoG events for patients by using auditory [60], visual [61], 
and haptic feedback [62]. Thus, non-pharmacological interventions using external sensory 
feedback are a promising tool to reduce or prevent FoG episodes. 
To better understand how these various feedback methods, affect FoG episodes that occur 
outside of a clinical setting, several wearable devices have been implemented. These devices can 
be used to monitor the patients outside clinical settings quantitatively and continuously [63]. 
Furthermore, these devices could also be used to provide external sensory feedback during the 
episode. Many of these devices contain one or more Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) mounted 
at different locations on the body, e.g., upper, or lower extremities, pelvis, or the back. 
 
4.1 Related Work 
To identify FoG episodes, wearable devices must be paired with different algorithms that 
process the sensor readings to identify the episode. To achieve this, the signals from the sensors 
are analyzed to identify characteristic features, which could be spatial [64]–[66], temporal [67], or 
in the frequency domain [68], [69]. After identifying these features, rules are set to recognize FoG. 
This process requires detailed processing and feature extractions from each sensor. While the 
addition of sensors might increase the reliability of the identification, it also increases the 










Algorithm Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy 
Capecci 
[68] 

























































Acc ANN 69.3% 90.6% N/R N/R 
 
Table 4 shows a summary of the state-of-the-art for identifying FoG using wearable 
devices. Capecci et al. [68] developed an algorithm that uses onboard sensors in a smartphone to 
detect the FoG events in 20 PD patients. The phone was attached to the waist by an elastic belt. 
The measured acceleration within a window of 2.5 seconds was used to calculate the Fast Fourier 




minimized by only using vertical accelerations. To detect the FoG, a thresholding of the variables 
was used. The threshold was tuned for each subject to detect the maximum number of FoG events.  
Ahlrichs et al. [64] and Martín et al. [65] used an accelerometer on the waist and a Support 
Vector Machine algorithm to detect the FoG. Both algorithms used the same dataset and calculated 
FFT and a variable window size to identify the optimal time window. Ahlrichs added a 
combination of thresholds to the features to improve the classification performance. To use the 
data from the accelerometers, the signals were resampled, filtered, and the FFT was calculated. 
This negatively impacts the prediction speed due to the computations involved. 
Rezvanian et al. [69] used an accelerometer at the shin and Continuous Wavelet Transform 
(CWT) to identify FoG. A window of 2 seconds was used for the CWT and a threshold was set for 
each subject. The acceleration data was filtered and resampled. The prediction time was capped at 
0.5 seconds, or 2Hz. Tripolity et al. [66] used six accelerometers and two gyroscopes. They tested 
four machine learning algorithms and used the entropy as the input feature. A window of one 
second was used with 0.5 seconds of overlap. They found that Random Forests gave the best 
performance on their dataset. 
The above models require extensive data preprocessing for an optimal performance of 
identification. This has an impact on the speed of event identification and therefore limits the 
ability to deliver real-time feedback. Being able to identify the episodes faster would facilitate the 
delivery of real-time feedback. 
 
4.1.1  Neural Networks for Freezing of Gait Identification 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are models that can automatically map an input to a 




output to automatically calculate weights that transform the input into the output. To learn the 
mapping, stochastic gradient descent, and backpropagation [44] are used to minimize a cost 
function. This property allows the network to analyze several different signals in a single step 
without increasing the network complexity. Furthermore, they can combine spatial and temporal 
data. Although the training of the ANN is computationally expensive, they can ultimately be 
compiled to map the signals rapidly without any preprocessing being required [12]. 
Lorenzi et al. [73] implemented an ANN to identify common behaviors of FoG. This 
included stopping during gait, short steps, and trunk fluctuations. These behaviors were only tested 
on healthy individuals but were not tested on PD patients. The authors used a shallow network of 
only two layers to minimize the computation time. They used the raw data from an accelerometer 
and only used fully-connected layers. 
El-Attar et al [70] used a combination of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and ANNs 
to detect FoG. They used data from 10 patients with PD and a shallow network with two layers 
and 20 neurons to obtain a sensitivity of 100%, but they had to augment the data with frequency 
domain information identified separately from the dataset. 
To avoid any preprocessing, different types of layers could be used to automatically encode 
information. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) use the convolution operator to find the 
kernel parameters automatically, reducing noise by encoding and decoding the data [27]. 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) capture time dependencies in the data and generate 
sequence-to-sequence mapping [29]. RNN models use leaky units to help the network maintain its 





An ANN model which combines the signals recorded by an instrumented footwear to 
predict if a FoG episode will occur was designed. The model is capable of continuous predicting 
FoG at a high temporal resolution. We present the results of testing this model on data from 10 
patients with PD and frequent FoG episodes. 
 
4.2 Experiment Design 
The training dataset contains data from 10 subjects with Parkinson's Disease (6 males and 
4 females, with 10.5 ± 6.63 years of PD and a Hoehn and Yahr stage of 2.8±0.7) who exhibited 
FoG episodes during the recording. The participant characteristics are shown in Table 5. Each 
participant walked in multiple continuous laps on a 7-meter Zeno Walkway (Protokinetics, PA, 
USA) for 6 minutes. Once the participant reached the end of the walkway, they would turn around 
and walk back across the mat to where they began. This procedure was repeated for the duration 
of the recording. If the participant felt tired, they could rest between laps until they recovered. One 
video camera was placed at each end of the walkway and an investigator followed the subject as 
they walked with a third video camera focused on the participant's feet.  
Table 5 Patients characteristics 













Sub001 Male 57 72 1.67 Yes 11 3 
Sub002 Male 69 86 1.8 Yes 2 4 
Sub003 Male 78 76 1.7 Yes 4 4 
Sub004 Male 67 82 1.8 No 8 3 
Sub006 Male 63 84 1.75 Yes 14 2 
Sub007 Female 71 69 1.55 Yes 14 2 
Sub008 Female 55 68 1.7 Yes 14 2 




Sub010 Female 68 68 1.62 Yes 7 3 
Sub011 Female 75 53 1.55 Yes 26 3 
 
The subjects wore the DeepSole System over the duration of the experiment. The system 
collected signals from twelve channels: three pressure signals, three linear accelerations, three 
angular velocities, and three Euler angles. The pressure sensors are made with piezo resistive e-
textiles cut to the shape of the insole. They are located under the phalanges, the metatarsals, and 
the calcaneus. The resistance of the fabric decreases when the applied force increases anywhere 
on the sensing area. By placing the sensors in the aforementioned locations, we can capture loading 
changes during the gait. The accelerations, angular velocity, and Euler angles are measured in the 
local IMU coordinate system. The sensor readings are recorded at 50Hz on an on-board microSD 
card and streamed through Wi-Fi using User Datagram Protocol (UDP) data packets.  
The video cameras and the DeepSole System were synced to the Zeno Walkway time by 
using a custom circuit that turns on a light and broadcasts a UDP packet through the network at 
the start of the session. The light was in a place visible to all three video cameras and the DeepSole 
system recorded the time when the sync UDP was received. The Zeno Walkway was only used to 
synchronize the recording and standardize the length of the distance traveled per lap for each 
subject. 
4.3 Gait Parameters 
Ten gait parameters were chosen to analyse the differences between the laps where the 
subjects presented a FoG and where the FoG was not present. These parameters were obtained 
from the Zeno Walkway software (PKMAS). The strides used in this analysis are only the strides 




were chosen to see the effects on the spatial characteristic of the gait [74]. For the temporal 
characteristics, stance time (SaT), swing time (SwT), step time (SpT), and stride time (ST) were 
chosen. For balance parameters, toe in/out angle (TA) and center of pressure distance (CD) during 
stance were chosen. The mean and standard deviation of these gait parameters are shown in Table 
\ref{tab:gait_pars}. 
The progression vector is defined from the location of the heel strike from one side to the 
subsequent heel strike of the same side. The norm of this vector is the SL. SW is defined as the 
perpendicular distance from the progression vector to the heel strike of the opposite side. SpL is 
defined as the distance from the location of the heel strike to the heel strike of the opposite side, 
measured along the progression vector.  
The TA is the angle between the direction of progression and the line connecting the heel 
and the toe of the foot. This parameter has an impact on the base of support and can affect the 
balance of the person. CD is the distance the center of pressure moves during the stance phase. 
This is a measure of how stable the person was while moving forward. 
SaT is the duration that the corresponding foot is in contact with the ground, this is between 
heel strike and toe off. SwT is the duration between toe off to the subsequent heel strike of the 
same side, i.e., the period that the foot is not in contact with the floor. SpT is the time from heel 
strike until the heel strike of the other side. ST is the time from heel strike to heel strike of the 







Table 6 Patients Gait Characteristics 
 REG FOG 
Step Length (cm.) 54.0±12.5 47.3±10.5 
Stride Length (cm.) 107.4±23.9 94.5±19.6 
Stride Width (cm.) 8.3±4.4 8.0±4.4 
Stance Time (sec.) 0.8±0.2 0.8±0.3 
Swing Time (sec.) 0.4±0.2 0.4±0.1 
Toe In/Out Angle 
(deg.) 
5.0±23.0 9.7±8.7 
COP Distance (cm.) 27.1±5.5 26.0±4.7 
Step Time (sec.) 0.6±0.2 0.6±0.2 
Stride Time (sec.) 1.1±0.3 1.2±0.3 
 
4.4 Gait Parameters Statistical Analyses 
The subjects walked a total of 323 laps on the walkway. From those, the subjects presented 
a FOG event while turning in 108 laps and did not presented a FOG event in 215 laps. A statistical 
study was done on all the gait parameters mentioned before to test if the gait of the subject was 
different a few strides before their motion was impaired. 
For SL, SW, SpL, SwT, ST, TA, and CD data were normally distributed, as indicated by 
the Kolgomorov-Smirnov test and Q-Q plots. Thus, a repeated measurements ANOVA test was 
used to evaluate significant differences among the FOG laps and the non FOG laps. For SaT, SpT, 
and ST data were not normally distributed, as indicated by the Kolgomorov-Smirnov test and Q-
Q plots. Thus, non-parametric statistical analyses were used. The Kruskal–Wallis test was used to 
evaluate significant differences among the FOG laps and the non FOG laps. Statistical significance 
was defined for *:p<0.05, and tests were run using statsmodels Python module [75]. For the 
normally distributed parameters, the F ratio and significance level (p-value) are presented for each 




For the spatial parameters, SpL (F = 0.63, p = 0.45) and SL (F = 0.71, p = 0.42) were not 
statistically different. But SW (F = 8.50, p = 0.02) was statistically smaller before the subject was 
affected by a FOG event. The box plot with the mean and inter-quartile information is shown in 
Figure 4.1. 
As for the temporal parameters, neither SaT (F = 0.01, p = 0.97), SwT (χ2(1) = 3.65, p = 
0.09), SpT (F = .01, p = 0.92), nor ST (F = 0.01, p = 0.97) were significantly different. The box 
plot with the mean and inter-quartile information is shown in Figure 4.2. 
For the balance parameters, TA (F = 8.68, p = 0.01) was statistically larger and CD (F = 
9.45, p = 0.01) was statistically smaller. The box plot with the mean and inter-quartile information 
is shown in Figure 4.3. 
The statistical study shows that the gait of people who present FOG is different before they 
present the event. This is true even within small number of steps per lap (8.3±3.44 average steps 
per lap). This result allows us to do a more granular type of identification, where we can use a 






Figure 4.1 Box plots for the spatial parameters of the PD patients. Blue boxes are the mean of the 
laps where a FOG event was present, and orange boxes represent the laps where no FOG events were 





Figure 4.2 Box plots for the temporal parameters of the PD patients. Blue boxes are the mean of the 
laps where a FOG event was present, and orange boxes represent the laps where no FOG events were 





Figure 4.3 Box plots for the balance parameters of the PD patients. Blue boxes are the mean of the 
laps where a FOG event was present, and orange boxes represent the laps where no FOG events were 
registered. Statistical significance is show with *: p < 0.05. 
4.5 Neural Network 
4.5.1 Sensor Segmentation 
Considering the results from the statistical analysis performed in the previous section, we 
have confirmed that the gait of the patients is different in the laps where a FOG event occurred 
from those where the episode did not occur. We can use this property to map the signal from the 
DeepSole sensors to the current state of the gait (freezing or regular gait). To achieve this, we need 
to segment the data into windows. 
For each time t, the Deepsole System records twelve sensor values for both the left and 
right foot. To identify the FoG, a window of 0.5 seconds was used to predict if the wearer will 
have a FoG event at time t+dt. The 0.5 second window was chosen because it represents 




of a gait event [76]. Furthermore, by using this window size, the neural network can be computed 
at the same rate as the DeepSole sampling rate. 
Given that the Deepsole records data at 50Hz, at each time t, we created two matrices of 
size 25x12. Each column represents a sensor signal, and the row number corresponds to the time. 
To use with the neural network, the matrices from the right and left shoes are stacked into a 3D 
tensor of shape 25x2x12. The last row is the latest reading from the sensors and the first is the 
reading at t-49dt. 
 
4.5.2 Identifying the Freezing of Gait Events 
The video recordings were used to identify the FoG events. A clinical expert coded the 
videos to identify when the FoG episode started and when it stopped. The video was coded with a 
resolution of 1 second. This code was transformed into a continuous binary signal super sampled 
to the DeepSole System time, Eq. (7). In this signal, a value of 0 represents regular gait (REG) and 





                                                                                      (12) 
 
Equation (7) was used as the ground truth for the supervised learning of the ANN by pairing 
each value of yT(t) with the corresponding sensor reading from the DeepSole. The video coding 






To predict if the wearer has a FoG episode given the sensor signals recorded from the 
DeepSole System, an ANN was created. We combined 2D CNN to encode-decode the signals and 
RNN to learn the temporal relation in the sensor readings [49]. Dropout of 50% was used 
throughout the network [50]. Figure 4.4 shows a graphical schematic of the network. To train the 
network, the dataset was used as supervised learning, where each input has a corresponding truth 
output. During training, the initial 75% of the data recorded was used for training and the last 25% 
was used for evaluation.  
 
 
Figure 4.4 Graphical overview of the neural network with an Encoder-Decoder RNN architecture. 
The model maps the 12 signals collected by the DeepSole system into the predicted FoG episode. A 
value of 0 corresponds to regular gait and a value of 1 corresponds freezing. 
 
The model starts with an encoder with four 2D CNN layers. All dimensions of the inputs 
are kept constant throughout the convolution layers by setting the number of filters to 12 and the 
paddings to the same number. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) function was used at each layer. 




After the convolution, the outputs from the CNN were reshaped from 25x2x12 to 25x24 
and passed through two fully-connected layers with 32 and 64 units respectively, with a ReLU 
activation.  
The outputs from the fully-connected layers were fed into a recurrent layer. The recurrent 
layer contains 5 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) cells [48] with a ReLU activation. After the recurrent 
layers, three fully-connected layers were used with 32, 64, and 4 neurons, respectively. 
The outputs were then reshaped back into 25x2x2 and passed through a 2D CNN decoder 
of four layers. Again, the dimensions were kept constant within the convolutions and a kernel size 
of 30, 20, 10, and 5 were used respectively for the layers. 
Finally, the output was flattened and passed to a fully-connected layer with 2 neurons and 
a SoftMax activation to create a probability vector of FoG. The class with the highest probability 
was chosen as the final output yP(t). 
The model was trained for 200 epochs. For each window presented, the corresponding 
value of yT(t) was presented. The loss used was sparse categorical crossentropy. The loss was 
minimized by applying the Adam optimizer [77]. A learning rate of 1e-4 was used, and 50% 
dropout was used throughout the models to avoid over-fitting [50]. 
 
4.6 Metrics 
The binary FoG function yT(t) (ground truth) was compared against the output from the 
ANN yP(t) (predicted event) to evaluate the performance of the ANN. The number of correctly 
identified episodes of FoG was labeled as True Positives (TP) and the number of incorrectly FoG 




Similarly, for REG events, the correctly identified events were labeled as True Negatives 
(TN) and the misidentified were labeled as False Negatives (FN). Four parameters were evaluated 
[78] to assess the performance of the networks: 
1) Sensitivity: The proportion of FoG samples correctly identified in yP divided by the total 
FoG samples in yT. 
2) Specificity: The number of REG samples correctly identified in yP divided by the total REG 
samples in yT. 
3) Precision: The number of FOG samples correctly identified in yP with respect to the total 
number FOG samples identified by yP. 
4) Accuracy: The percentage accuracy between the ground truth and the predicted output was 
calculated as the proportion of correct prediction to the total number of samples. 
 
For all the calculations, yT and yP were used at the original 50Hz that the DeepSole recorded 
the data. This was done because the goal of the model is to identify the FoG episodes as soon as 
possible in real-time. 
 
4.7 Results 
Data was aggregated and prediction metrics were calculated. The data used was the last 
25% of the data recorded for each subject, as this data was not used during training. Table 7 
contains a summary of the results. Figure 4.5 shows bar plots of the metrics. 
The model sensitivity was 96.0±2.5% FoG events, but 11.6±6.9% of the FoG events were 
mislabeled (False Positives). The precision was 89.5±5.9%. This represents the ability of the model 




straight walking and during turning with high sensitivity and precision. This was true for all 
subjects in the dataset. The presented model outperforms state-of-the-art methods for precision. 
For sensitivity, only El-Attar [70] has a higher rate, but they use a higher number of sensors.  
 
For the REG events, the model specificity was 99.6±0.3%, but 0.2±0.2% were incorrectly 
identified (False Negatives). This shows that the model excels at not identifying regular gait as 
FoG. This is especially useful at the edges of the walkway when the subject is turning. During 
turning, the subject stops and turns, but the model correctly identifies this REG without 
information about the frequency domain. This metric is also better than the current state-of-the-
art, almost matching the 100% specificity reported by Ahlrichs et al [64]. 
 
Figure 4.5 Bar plot of the four main metrics used to evaluate the model. The height is the average 
among subjects and the whiskers are ± one standard deviation. The blue bar is the Sensitivity, 







Table 7 Metric summary 













The overall accuracy of the prediction was 99.5±0.4% for the complete recording of all 10 
subjects. This shows that the model behaves well for both FoG and REG events, even if the gaits 
characteristics differed between individuals. Furthermore, the small standard deviation of all the 
metrics shows that the model can predict the FoG events of all patients equally well, despite 
subjects having different physiological characteristics and different stages of PD. 
 
4.8 Conclusion 
The proposed algorithm can identify the FoG events with high accuracy at a high frequency 
of 50Hz using the signals from the DeepSole system. It uses a window of 0.5 seconds but generates 
a prediction at the original 50 Hz. This property allows the algorithm to identify the episode within 
one sampling frequency of the DeepSole System, i.e., 20 milliseconds. This is tested with 10 PD 




number of false predictions without requiring manual calibration, unlike thresholding algorithms. 
For the presented model, the ground truth was coded with one second resolution. This was deemed 
sufficient, as all freezing episodes last longer than this period. Although, this resolution could be 
improved to better identify the onset on the episode. 
The combination of the ANN model with the DeepSole System allows us to have a setup 
that is portable, comfortable to wear, minimally invasive and capable of timely identification of 
FoG episodes. This is an important feature, as many patients find it hard to wear systems that 
require multiple sensors placed on different areas of the body. As shown in Table 4, different 
authors use different numbers of sensors at several segments of the body. The DeepSole system 
provides a platform where all sensors are contained within a pair of shoes, simplifying both the 
setup and the comfort. 
The model outperforms the current state-of-the-art in the evaluated metrics. Further studies 
can focus on the effects of each of the sensors on the network performance. The presented model 
uses the raw data from all 24 sensors placed at the foot of the wearer without any filtering or 
preprocessing. This was chosen because ANN can be used as a general regressor between 
workspaces without requiring engineered features on the data to be found. This is thanks to their 
ability to detect possible interactions between the input sensors [79]. Therefore, all the sensors can 
be used without having to create a complex rule set. 
By using convolutional and recurrent layers, the algorithm can avoid frequency domain 
transformations like Fast Fourier Transforms [80]. This property contributes to the speed of the 
prediction being the same as the sampling frequency. To further improve the speed of prediction, 
different combinations of layers and sensors included in the input could be changed. This would 




The dataset collected showed that the gait of PD patients is highly variable. During the 
stride on the onset of the event, the patients are less stable. With a statistical change to their stride 
width, toe in/out angle, and center of pressure distance during stance phase. Although further 
analysis should be done to understand how many strides prior to the events are different to the 
regular gait. This result also shows that the changes can be different depending on the patient. For 
example, the study presented by Nieuwboer et al. [81] found differences in the stride length and 
cadence, but in our dataset these parameters where not statistically different. Moreover, 
spatiotemporal parameters of gait in PD patients ameliorate after vibration and in particular in the 
stride length and cadence, after the erector spine muscle vibration [82]. Step synchronized haptic 
feedback has been shown to reduce the number of FoG episodes on case studies [7]. This could be 
because PD patients unable to properly control their postural orientation based on the available 
sensory information [83] and haptic feedback can enhance the motor sensing feedback, thus 
improving their postural control [84]. To minimize the effect of this inter-subject variation, we 
used the raw sensor data from the DeepSole. These signals can capture different spatiotemporal 
gait characteristics, so the identification should be more robust than with abstract gait parameters. 
The wireless capability of the DeepSole system would allow us to implement the algorithm 
in real-time at the same sampling frequency as the data acquisition. Although the 50 Hz could not 
be achieved on an embedded computer, a simulation was made by sending the real-time session 
recording to a desktop computer. On a desktop computer with a Nvidia 2080 video card, the model 
could be run at a frequency of 50Hz. This needs to be tested further outside simulation. In a real 
environment, the identification rate could be affected by unknown variables, like the network 
latency and loss of data packets. By using real-time identification, auditory or haptic feedback 










Chapter 5: Gait Phase Timed Vibration 
Gait training has shown positive results in the treatment of gait deficits in different 
populations groups, such as post stroke survivors [85] and those with knee osteoarthritis [86]. Gait 
feedback can be discrete, based on gait event detection [87], or continuous, based on errors from 
a specified trajectory [88]. For both situations, it is vital to track gait events and phase during the 
gait cycle. 
Vibratory feedback has been used in a wide range of studies in various populations. It is 
most used as a cueing system. For example, Crea et al. [89] used an instrumented insole and 3 
vibratory devices mounted at the abdomen to provide feedback for gait symmetry on patients with 
lower limb amputation. The vibrators activated at heel strike, mid foot, and toe off to signal the 
subject about state of the prosthesis. In the study they showed that the subjects were able to 
improve their symmetry without any evidence of an increased cognitive burden. 
Ma et al. [90] used a vibrator mounted at the wrist of patients with stroke to foot inversion 
and mid-stance foot-floor contact. During the experiment, the patients wore an instrumented insole 
on their paretic side. When the loading was asymmetric, the vibrator was turned on to cue the 
subject to even their loading. The subjects were able to significantly reduce the foot inversion, 
bringing the loading levels of the paretic side to similar values as their non-paretic side. 
Afzal et al. [91] used instrumented insoles and vibrator mounted at the calf to study the 
ability of people to identify different duration of vibratory feedback while walking. In their study 
they found that dominant and non-dominant sides are good at identifying the duration of the 




provided, although this was not the goal of the study. The experiment was done on healthy 
individuals and the change in symmetry ratio was not analyzed in detail. 
Later on, Afzal et al. [92] used the system on stroke survivors to improve the temporal 
symmetry ratio between the paretic and the non-paretic legs. Four different strategies were tested, 
this were proportionally increasing or decreasing the vibration time and intensity. They used FSR 
sensors and thresholding to identify the heel strike events. The vibratory feedback was a constant 
duration or intensity depending on the symmetry ratio recorded during a session without any 
feedback. In this study, they found that all strategies improved the temporal symmetry ratio, but 
there was no significant difference between the vibration strategies. This study shows the promise 
of using vibratory feedback to improve symmetry on patients who suffered a stroke. But given that 
a thresholding algorithm was used it requires per subject calibration. 
To test if ANN could be used as a real-time sensor for human motion for gait cycle phase 
identification, the algorithm presented in Chapter 2 was implemented for real-time phase 
prediction. By using the properties of sequence-to-sequence mapping, the model can map raw 
sensor data to abstract motion characteristics at a frequency 46 Hz. It has been shown that during 
walking, most frequencies of human movement are under 6 Hz [16]. Thus, this processing speed 
would be enough to capture the kinematics and kinetics during walking.  
Using the phase prediction, heel strikes (HS) were identified as the instance when the signal 
changes from swing to stance. When a HS was identified, vibratory feedback was provided to the 
wearer. The vibration was given in the sole of the non-dominant side. The duration of the vibration 
was 125% of the subject’s baseline stance time. 
The hypothesis for this experiment is that by providing vibratory feedback only on the non-




be later implemented with populations that present asymmetric gait, like those with CP or stroke 
survivors. 
 
5.1 Methods  
A total of 9 subjects participated in the experiment. All subjects were naïve to the 
experiment and agreed to participate by signing a consent form. The protocol was reviewed and 
approved by the Columbia University Institutional Review Board. The experiment consisted of 16 
minutes of walking divided into 3 sessions, Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the protocol. During 
the experiment, data was collected by both the DeepSole system and the Zeno walkway. 
 
Figure 5.1 Overview of the gait phased timed vibration protocol. The experiment had 3 session 
where the subjects walked back and forward on the Zeno Walkway while wearing the DeepSole 
system 
 
For the baseline session, the subjects walked at a self-selected speed for 3 minutes. The 
subjects were asked to walk naturally. This session was used to calculate the baseline values for 
the stance phase duration of each subject. For this session, the DeepSole system was used only for 
data collection and no feedback was given to the subject. 
The second session consisted of 10 minutes of waking. During this time, the DeepSole 





















a HS was detected, the vibratory motors were turned on the non-dominant side of the subject. The 
subject was instructed to maintain contact with the ground if the vibration was on. For the dominant 
side, the subject was instructed to maintain their regular gait. Thus, creating temporal asymmetry. 
The last session was 3 minutes long. For this session, there was no vibratory feedback and 
the DeepSole system was used only for data collection. During the session, the subject walked at 
self-selected speed again. 
 
5.1.1 Metrics 
The prediction of the implemented model was compared against the recording from the 
Zeno Walkway to evaluate the performance of the ANN. The number of correctly identified HS 
was labeled as True Positives (TP) and the number of incorrectly HS identified was labeled as 
False Positives (FP).  
Similarly, the correctly identified not HS events were labeled as True Negatives (TN) and 
the misidentified were labeled as False Negatives (FN). Five parameters were evaluated [78] to 
assess the performance of the networks: 
 
1) HS Sensitivity: 
Sensitivity =  
𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 +  𝐹𝑁)








2) HS Specificity:  
 
Specificity =  
𝑇𝑁
(𝑇𝑁 +  𝐹𝑃)
 𝑥 100                                                                    (8) 
3) HS Precision:  
 
Precision =  
𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 +  𝐹𝑃)
 𝑥 100                                                                    (9) 
 
4) HS Accuracy: 
 
Accuracy =  
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 +  𝐹𝑁)
 𝑥 100                                           (10) 
 
5) Model Prediction Accuracy:  
 
Model Accuracy =  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 ==  𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
 𝑥 100                                     (11) 
 
Data of the model accuracy were not normally distributed, as indicated by the Kolgomorov-
Smirnov test and Q-Q plots. Thus, non-parametric statistical analyses were used. The Friedman 
test was used to evaluate significant differences among the 5 methods of interest. In the case of 
significance, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were carried out as post-hoc testing using Bonferroni 
correction for the number of comparisons. Statistical significance was defined for *: p < 0.05, and 





5.1.2 Gait Parameters 
To see the effects of the vibration feedback on the gait of the subjects, four gait parameters 
were chosen. Stride length (SL) and stride width (SW) were chosen to see the effects on the spatial 
characteristic of the gait [74]. For the temporal characteristics, stance time (ST) and swing time 
(WT) were chosen. SL is defined as the norm of the vector created from the location of the heel 
strike from one side to the next heel strike of the same side. This vector corresponds to that forward 
walking direction. Stride width is defined as the perpendicular distance from the walking direction 
vector to the heel strike of the opposite side. Stance time is the duration that the corresponding 
foot is in contact with the ground, this is between heel strike and toe off.  Swing time is the duration 
between toe off to the subsequent heel strike of the same side, i.e., the period that the foot is not in 
contact with the floor. Spatial parameters are shown in Figure 5.2 and temporal are shown in Figure 
2.1. 
Data for the gait parameters were normally distributed, as indicated by the Kolgomorov-
Smirnov test and Q-Q plots. Thus, 2-way repeated measurement ANOVA (rmANOVA) statistical 
analyses were used. The rmANOVA test was used to evaluate significant differences among the 
sessions and side and their interaction factor. In the case of significance, pairwise comparison tests 
were carried out as post-hoc testing using Bonferroni correction for the number of comparisons. 
Statistical significance was defined for *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, and tests were run using IBM 






Figure 5.2 Shows how stride length, stride width, and step length are measured. Blue footprints are 
from the left side and orange are from the right. The gray arrow is the walking direction. The black 
lines are the different measurements. 
 
5.2 Results 
The predicted signal and HS values were recorded in real-time by the computer running 
the model. This warranties that the values compared are the same as those calculated during the 
experiment. 
The data shows that the model prediction accuracy is above 90% for all three session. With 
values (mean ± sd) of 91.3±15.3% for the baseline, 91.0 ± 6.0 % for the training session, and 94.3 
± 3.8 % for the post-training session. This is shown in Figure 5.3. Although, the Friedman (χ (2) 
= 8.0, p = 0.018) test showed that baseline session was statistically different to the train session (z 





For the HS metrics, only the training session was used, this is because feedback was only 
provided during this session. Figure 5.4 show a bar graph with the metric values for both dominant 
and non-dominant sides. 
The sensitivity for the dominant side was 78.5 ± 21.9 %, the specificity was 99.6 ± 0.3 %, 
the precision was 71.5 ± 18.2 %, and the accuracy 99.3 ± 0.7 %. 
For the non-dominant side, the sensitivity was 73.2 ± 23.3 %, the specificity was 99.6 ± 
0.2 %, the precision was 73.0 ± 15.2 %, and the accuracy was 99.3 ± 0.7 %. 
Figure 5.3 Box plot of the model prediction accuracy per session. The horizontal axis 
is the session, and the vertical axis is the accuracy in percentage. The lines on top of 






The Friedman test on the HS metrics showed that there is no statistical difference between 
the model prediction between dominant and non-dominant. This means that the prediction is 
similar on both left and right side during the training session. This is true for all four metrics. 
During the training session, the subjects had an asymmetric gait but only on the temporal 
parameters. For the spatial parameters, the subjects kept their symmetry across all session. The 
graphical representation of the gait parameters and symmetry is shown in Figure 5.5.  The 
numerical values of the parameters are shown in Table 8, the values shown are represented by 
mean ± standard deviation. 
 
Figure 5.4 Bar plots showing the heel strike identification metrics values. The 




Table 8 Gait Parameters per Session 
 Parameter 

















































0.3 ± 0.0 0.4 ± 0.0 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Gait parameters aggregated by session. For all plots, the horizontal axis is the session, 
and the vertical axis is the value of the parameter in its corresponding units. The blue bars 
correspond to the side without feedback, and the orange bars are the side with the vibratory 
feedback. Statistical difference between sessions is shown with black lines and * symbol. Interaction 











The model performance is sufficient for all sessions as the average performance is above 
90%. Although there is a significant difference between the baseline session and the training 
session, this is since the subjects are actively modifying their gait during the session.  Furthermore, 
the statistical test on the HS metrics between the sides showed that there is no difference between 
the left and right sides within the same session. This is true even during the training session, where 
the subjects walked asymmetrically. 
As for the gait characteristics, the subjects walked symmetrically during the baseline and 
post sessions. This was expected as all subjects were normally developed adults without any 
pathology. During the training session, feedback was provided to modify the subject’s stance time. 
In this session, the subject’s SL was different between baseline and post; and the SW was different 
between training session and post session. Despite this difference, there was no interaction factor 
between the session and the side. This means that throughout all sessions their spatial parameters 
(SL and SW) were symmetrical.  
As for the temporal parameters, ST was statistically different between all sessions. ST was 
longest during training, then post and the smallest were during baseline. For WT, training session 
was statistically longer than both baseline and post, but no difference was found between baseline 
and post. For both temporal parameters measured and interaction factor was found between side 
and session, as shown in  Figure 5.5 this interaction comes from the asymmetry during the training 
session. 
The results show that subjects were able to modify their gait during training based on the 
haptic feedback.  Although the ST for both dominant and non-dominant side increased, the subjects 




shown in Table 9. This discrepancy could come from either the model or the subject reaction to 
the feedback. Given that the performance of the model, shown by the metrics, are all above 90%. 
We can safely assume that the increase time in ST comes from the subject reaction to the vibratory 
feedback. It has been shown in literature [93] that joint movement in response to vibration can take 
from 0.5s up to 2s. This reaction time depends greatly on the subject’s ability to create a memory 
motor trace of the cyclic movement. Furthermore, given that walking is a bilateral activity, 
modifying one side has an impact on the other side as well. 
 
Table 9 Symmetry Ratio for Temporal and Spatial Gait Parameters 





l Stride Length (cm.) 1.00 ± 0.00 1.00 ± 0.00 1.00 ± 0.00 







Stance Time (sec.) 0.99 ± 0.01 1.16 ± 0.15 0.99 ± 0.04 
Swing Time (sec.) 1.00 ± 0.03 0.74 ± 0.14 1.01 ± 0.06 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
The algorithm was tested online with nine novel subjects. Haptic feedback was provided 
to the subjects to increase the dominant side stance time. The subjects were able to modify their 
gait but there was an intrinsic reaction time to the vibratory feedback. This reaction time slowed 
down the gait of the subjects, but the asymmetry was achieved during the training session.  
The effect of the reaction time could be counteracted by simply shortening the duration of 




present as the subjects always have a reaction time to haptic feedback. To reduce this effect, the 
haptic feedback could be modified from a constant vibration to a variable vibration that reduces 
intensity as the end of the stance phase approaches or by pairing the haptic feedback to audiovisual 
feedback. These strategies could help the subject create a motor memory of the desired timing, 
hence reducing the reaction time. 
The model presented can classify the phases of gait using the raw sensor data collected by 
the DeepSole system. The algorithm has consistent performance even when tested with novel 
subjects, maintaining over 90% accuracy running at a frequency of 50 Hz. Using a CNN encoder-
decoder and an RNN, the system can map the sensors to gait phases without the need of pre-
processing or post-processing.  
Pairing this algorithm with the DeepSole system transforms the system into a high-level 
sensor that provides real-time status of the gait of the user. This capability could be paired with 





Chapter 6: Timed Muscle Vibration 
Human movement is complex as even single motions require coordination of several 
muscle groups. Furthermore, the motion needs a closed-loop control that ensures its correct 
execution. This loop control requires a good sense of position and movement of all the parts of the 
body, also known as kinesthesia and proprioception [94].  
Proprioception relies on mechanosensors, also known as proprioceptors, distributed 
throughout the body [95]. During movement, the mechanosensors register the changes in the tissue 
in motion. This includes muscle length and tension, deformation of tissue like tendons, joint 
capsules, ligaments, and skin [96]. The information from the proprioceptors is constantly being 
received by the central nervous system [97].   
Muscle spindles are used to sense the state of the muscle. These receptors are located in 
parallel with the muscle fibers and signal on length changes. Studies have found that the sense of 
position and the sense of motion is processed separately in the central nervous system [98]. The 
muscle spindles provide two information channels that fire at different rates when the muscle is 
being stretch or held under load [99]. The signal from the spindles changes depending on the 
muscle's previous history of length and contraction changes [100]. 
Although spindles are the main component of the sensors. Golgi tendons and skin receptors 
also contribute to the proprioception [101], [102]. The tendons are in series to the muscle and can 
detect the tension when a load is applied. When the muscle activates, there is an initial peak 
followed by a plateau. Their amplitude depends on the rate of change in the tension and the 




When the muscles and tendons are subjected to continuous vibration, the muscle spindles 
give the illusion of limb movement. This was demonstrated by Goodwin et al [104] by providing 
vibration at the elbow level to subjects while blindfolded. The vibration was applied only to one 
side, and the subjects were asked to track the position with their other arm. The experimenters 
reported that there was a lag in the arm tracking and a persistent error. Although, when the 
vibration is presented both at the agonist and antagonist muscle groups, it does not create the 
illusion of movement [105].  
Furthermore, vibratory stimuli have different effect on muscles that are relaxed and those 
that are contracted. For example, high-frequency vibratory feedback can enhance movement speed 
by increasing preparatory beta desynchronization and placing the motor cortex in a “ready- to-
move” state. This is because the vibration can decouple the tension and length information [101]. 
Macerollo et al. [106] measured EEG in a sample of healthy subjects before, during, and 
after peripheral vibration while subjects were at rest. The data revealed a significant decrease in 
beta power (15–30 Hz) over the contralateral sensorimotor cortex at the onset and offset of 80 Hz 
vibration. This vibration can modulate the uncertainty of the proprioceptive afferent signal, 
improving motor performance by allowing for top-down proprioceptive predictions [84]. 
In quiet standing, a vibration on the tibial anterior elicits a forward body tilt, whereas 
vibrations of the hamstring and triceps surae elicits a backward trunk. In treadmill locomotion, 
hamstring vibrations produce forward stepping [107]. Several muscles have been studied and it 
has been shown that the local vibratory feedback has a significant effect on the area where the 
vibration is applied [108] during locomotion.  
During treadmill walking when a constant vibration is applied to hamstrings, subjects 




is only applied to one side, the subjects balance metrics are affected [110], i.e., the subjects are 
less stable.  
Due to the inherit complexity of continuous gait tracking, gait timed vibration has not been 
adequately studied. Most of the examples present in literature use specific events like heel strike 
to time the vibration. Duclos et al. [111] provided vibratory feedback at the triceps surae during 
stance phase but found no statistical difference in the spatiotemporal parameters of the gait. While 
Roden-Reynolds et al. [112] provided vibration to the gluteus medius during the swing phase. This 
strategy resulted in a wider stride width when the vibration was present. These studies used gait 
events to provide feedback, but complex synchronized feedback to the muscles during walking has 
not been studied. 
The accurate prediction of the current gait cycle percentage opens the door to provide 
complex synchronized feedback to individuals. Furthermore, using the modular design of the 
DeepSole, we can easily expand the system functionality and add more than six vibrator motors. 
This upgrade allows us to provide continuous haptic feedback throughout the gait cycle. 
We hypothesize that gait cycle timed vibration on several muscle groups when they are 




A total of 7 subjects participated in the experiment. All subjects were naïve to the 
experiment and agreed to participate by signing a consent form. The protocol was reviewed and 




minutes of walking divided into 3 sessions, Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the protocol. During 
the experiment, data was collected by both the DeepSole system and the Zeno walkway. 
For this experiment, the DeepSole System was expanded to have additional features. The 
original system had only two modules, one in each shoe, but in this experiment six boards were 
used. Two mounted at the shoes, two mounted at each thigh, and two mounted at each shank. The 
thigh boards controlled two vibration motors each, mounted at the rectus femoris and biceps 
femoris of the corresponding side. The shank boards controlled one vibrator each mounted at the 
tibial anterior. The leg boards were secured to the subjects using a 3d printed case and Velcro 
straps, and the vibrators were positioned along the direction of the muscle and secured using 
medical tape. 
 
Figure 6.1 Overview of the gait percentage timed vibration protocol. The experiment had 5 sessions 
where the subjects walked back and forth on the Zeno Walkway while wearing the DeepSole system 
 
        
            
         
              
       
        
                    
     
        
     
    
         
        
     




For the baseline (BA), post constant (PC), and post timed (PT) sessions, the subjects 
walked at a self-selected speed for 3 minutes. For these sessions, the DeepSole system was used 
only for data collection and no feedback was given to the subject. The order of the constant 
vibration (CV), and timed vibration (TV) was counterbalanced. Four subjects experienced TV first 
and three subjects experience CV first. 
The CV session consisted of 15 minutes of waking. During this time, the DeepSole system 
streamed the sensor data to a computer. All six vibrators were turned on at a frequency of 80 Hz 
for the duration of the session. The subjects were asked to walk back and forth on the instrumented 
mat at a self-selected speed. 
For the TV session, bilateral haptic stimulation was provided based on the current gait 
cycle percentage. The subjects walked for several minutes wearing the DeepSole system enhanced 
with 6 vibrator motors placed at the right and left side: tibial anterior, rectus femoris, and biceps 
femoris. Subjects walked for 15 minutes and the data was streamed to a computer where the gait 
cycle percentage was calculated. The muscle groups used during the experiment are shown in 
Figure 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2 Muscles targeted by the synchronized vibration. Left is a frontal view of a 
person, and left is the back view. Tibial anterior is shown in blue. Rectus femoris is shown 




The vibration feedback activation was a function of the gait cycle measured from the right 
leg of the subject. From 0-10% the right tibial anterior was activated; 10 – 30 % the right rectus 
femoris; from 30-40 % the left biceps femoris; 40 – 60 % the left tibial anterior; 60 – 75 % rectus 
femoris; and from 87 – 100 % right biceps femoris. This pattern was repeated during the full 
training session. The protocol is graphically shown in Table 10. 
 
Table 10 Gait cycle percentage synchronized haptic feedback on muscle groups 
 
 
6.1.1 Gait Cycle Prediction Accuracy 
To verify the performance of the neural network model, the real-time prediction was 
recorded during the TV session. This recording was tested against the recording from the Zeno 
Walkway. For each prediction made by the model, the corresponding data point in the Zeno 
recording was found and the error was calculated. 
Two metrics were chosen to evaluate the model. The first one was the mean error; this 
metric should be centered around zero to assure that the predicted gait cycle is running 




(RMSE); this metric was chosen to show the spread of the prediction with respect to the ground 
truth. 
 
6.1.2 Gait Parameters 
To see the effects of the vibration feedback on the gait of the subjects, eight gait parameters 
were chosen. Stride length (SL), stride width (SW), and step length (TL) were chosen to see the 
effects on the spatial characteristic of the gait [74]. For the temporal characteristics, stance time 
(ST), swing time (WT), and stride time (TT) were chosen. A graphical representation of these 
parameters is shown in Figure 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3 Top: Graphical representation of the gait events in a typical gait cycle. These events are 
used to calculate the temporal and spatial parameters of the gait. The horizontal like shows the start 
and end of the temporal parameters of the gait: stance time, swing time, stride time, step time.     
Bottom: Graphical representation on how stride length, stride width, and step length are measured. 
Blue footprints are from the left side and orange are from the right. The gray arrow is the walking 




ST is the duration that the corresponding foot is in contact with the ground, this is between 
heel strike and toe off. WT is the duration between toe off to the subsequent heel strike of the same 
side, i.e., the period that the foot is not in contact with the floor. TT is the duration between heel 
strike to heel strike of the same side, this also corresponds to ST + WT.  
The progression vector is defined from the location of the heel strike from one side to the 
subsequent heel strike of the same side. The norm of this vector is the SL. SW is defined as the 
perpendicular distance from the progression vector to the heel strike of the opposite side. TL is 
defined as the distance from the location of the heel strike to the heel strike of the opposite side, 
measured along the progression vector. 
Along with the temporal and spatial parameters, two velocity parameters were used. Stride 
velocity (SV) is the average velocity of one side, this is SL divided by TT. Cadence (CE) is the 
average number of steps per minute. A step is the period from heel strike from one side the next 
heel strike of the other side. 
 
6.1.3 Statistical Analysis 
For each parameter, two analyses were made. The first was to compare the changes in the 
sessions BA, CV, and PC to understand the effects of constant vibration on gait. To understand 
the effects of the gait cycle percentage timed vibration on the gait of the subjects, BA, TC, and PT 
sessions were compared. 
Data for SL, SW, TL, and SV were normally distributed, as indicated by the Kolgomorov-
Smirnov test and Q-Q plots. Thus, 1-way repeated measurement ANOVA (rmANOVA) statistical 
analyses were used. The rmANOVA test was used to evaluate significant differences among the 




comparison tests were carried out as post-hoc testing using Bonferroni correction for the number 
of comparisons. Statistical significance was defined for *: p < 0.05. 
Data for ST, WT, TT, and CE were not normally distributed, as indicated by the 
Kolgomorov-Smirnov test and Q-Q plots. Thus, non-parametric statistical analyses were used. The 
Friedman test was used to evaluate significant differences among the sessions for each of the 
corresponding vibration type. In the case of significance, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were carried 
out as post-hoc testing using Bonferroni correction for the number of comparisons. Statistical 




The accuracy of the model was aggregated and averaged among all subjects. The model 
had an accuracy of 0.83 ± 1.02 % of the gait cycle and an RMSE of 15.02 ± 1.82 % with respect 
to the Zeno walkway.  
The summary of all gait parameters measured are shown in   
. The columns of the table are the different walking sessions, and the rows are the gait 
parameters. 
 
Table 11 Gait Parameters Summary 












































9.88 ± 4.52 9.83 ± 4.31 
10.08 ± 
4.65 
















68.8 ± 5.9 69.7 ± 6.6 70.3 ± 6.5 69.3 ± 6.5 70.1 ± 6.3 
Median ± 
IQR 





0.74 ± 0.07 0.75 ± 0.06 0.73 ± 0.06 0.76 ± 0.06 0.74 ± 0.06 
Median ± 
IQR 





0.40 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.02 
Median ± 
IQR 





1.14 ± 0.09 1.15 ± 0.07 1.13 ± 0.08 1.16 ± 0.08 1.14 ± 0.07 
Median ± 
IQR 






















































6.2.1 Constant Vibration 
The subjects changed their gait during the BA, CV, and PC sessions. All the gait parameters 
for each subject were averaged per session and then grouped within subjects. 
For the constant vibration analyses, main effects were found in the spatial parameters: SL 
(F (2) = 7.08, p = 0.023), TL (F (2) = 7.959, p = 0.006). Also, main effects were found in the 





Given that main effects were found, post-hoc pairwise comparison were carried out. For 
SL, BA and PC sessions were statistically different (p = 0.023). For TL, statistically differences 
were found between the BA and PC (p = 0.015) sessions. For SV, BA was different from PC (p = 
0.041), and CV from PC (p = 0.046). Lastly, for CE, CV and PC were statistically different (z = 
2.673, p = 0.023). Results are shown in Figure 6.4. 
For SW (F (2), p = 0.174), ST (x (2) = 2.571, p = 0.276), TT (x (2) = 3.714, p = 0.156), 
and WT (x (2) = 2.0, p = 0.368) no statistical difference was found.  
 
 
Figure 6.4 Box plot of the gait parameters for constant vibration. For all plots, the horizontal axis 
shows the session, and the vertical axis is the value in the corresponding units. The horizontal lines 




is stride length in centimeters, top right is step length in centimeters. Bottom left is stride velocity in 
centimeter per second, and the bottom right is cadence in steps per minute. 
The subjects changed their gait during the BA, TV, and PT sessions. All the gait parameters 
for each subject were averaged per session and then grouped within subjects. 
 
6.2.2 Timed Vibration 
For the timed vibration analyses, main effects were found in the temporal gait parameters 
ST (x (2) = 8.0, p = 0.018), TT (x (2) = 8.0, p = 0.018). As well as in the velocity parameters SV 
(F (2) = 6.310, p = 0.043), and CE (x (2) = 8.0, p = 0.018).  
Post-hoc pairwise comparison showed that for ST, BA was different from TV (z = -2.673, 
p 0.023). For TT, the TV session was different from PT (z = 2.673, p = 0.023). As for SV, TV and 
PT were sessions different (p = 0.024). For CE, TV and PT were also statistically different (z = 






Figure 6.5 Box plot of the gait parameters for gait cycle percentage timed vibration. For all plots, 
the horizontal axis shows the session, and the vertical axis is the value in the corresponding units. 
The horizontal lines with the * symbol above the boxes represent statistical significant between the 
sessions. Top left plot is stance time in seconds, and the top right is stride time in seconds. Bottom 
left is stride velocity in centimeter per second, and the bottom right is cadence in steps per minute. 
6.3 Discussion 
The offline model was able to achieve an RMSE of 7.2 ± 2.4 %, this is considerably better 
than the performance online of 15.02 ± 1.82 %. This could be because when running online, a few 
data packages are lost through the network communication. Furthermore, the subjects’ gait is 
altered during the TV session. Although, the performance is worse online than offline, the error is 
still centered around zero. This means that the gait is closely tracked by the model. Furthermore, 




sudden jump in the value. Therefore, the error between 99% of the previous cycle and 1% of the 
current cycle is 2%, not 98%. This could make the RMSE artificially higher than the actual value. 
The results show that the subjects modified their gait when a vibration was applied to their 
muscles. As for the two types of vibratory feedback, our hypothesis that the subjects would modify 
their cadence and stride velocity was confirmed to be true. Both strategies found statistical 
differences in these two parameters. This is congruent with the previous literature, although the 
feedback affects the gait of the subjects differently. For the constant vibration, the SV was different 
between PC and all other sessions, and the cadence was difference only during the CV and PC 
sessions. As for the timed vibration, both the velocity and cadence were only different during TV 
and PC.  
The constant vibration has a higher effect on the temporal parameters of the gait, making 
both the stride and step length statistically different while no difference was found between the 
temporal parameters. On the other hand, the timed vibration had a greater effect on the temporal 
parameters of the gait. Making the stance and stride times statistically different, but not the stride 
and step length. By only affecting either the spatial or temporal parameters, both feedbacks 
influence the velocity parameters. 
As shown by Proske et al [100] the signal from the spindles changes depending on the 
current state of the muscle and its history of activation. Therefore, the vibration feedback affects 
the muscle spindle differently depending on whether the muscle is being contracted or not. The 
timed vibration is designed to be active at the same time the muscle is active, the end result of this 
effect is that the vibration has a higher effect on the spatial parameters. By only providing the 





Furthermore, during the constant vibration sessions, vibration is provided at all muscles at 
once. This means that the agonist and antagonist muscles are being excited by the feedback at the 
same time. As shown by Ribot-Ciscar et al [105] when a vibration is applied to muscles pair the 
central nervous system uses the difference of the information from the muscle spindles for 
positional information. Given this property, the positional information is not affected by the 
vibration, therefore not statistically different was found on the spatial parameters. 
The results show that the effects of the vibration carry over even when the vibration is not 
present anymore. This is shown by the statistical analysis, as PC and PT are the sessions were most 
of the gait parameters are different. This could be because the signal of the spindles changes 
depending on the history of activation. Therefore, the effects of the vibration during the training 
sessions carry over to the post sessions. 
6.4 Conclusion 
The conducted experiment shows that the gait cycle prediction model can be used to 
provide feedback to subjects while walking. This model, paired with the DeepSole, is capable of 
timely tracking the gait of the subjects, even if its’ performance online is worse than offline.  
With the two types of haptic feedback, the subjects modified their gait. With both 
feedbacks, their stride velocity and cadence were modified. But this is because these parameters 
depend on both spatial and temporal parameters. Constant vibration modified the spatial 
parameters, while timed vibration modified the temporal parameters. The results shows that the 
strategy of when and where the vibration is applied can have an impact on the gait of people. This 
can be explored further to create procedures that target specific parameters of the gait. This could 




This experiment was conducted on healthy young adults and both types of vibration had a 
significant effect on their gait. It would be interesting to conduct a similar experiment with a 
broader population to investigate the effects on gait and other variables, like balance. For example, 






Chapter 7: Conclusions 
 
The DeepSole system combined with the different neural network models is a fully capable 
to characterize the gait of the individuals and provide vibratory feedback to the wearer. Thanks to 
the flexible construction and its wireless capabilities, it can be comfortably worn by wide arrange 
of people, both normally developed and people with pathologies that affect their gait. 
The system can transmit the data wirelessly and can process the gait in real time at a high 
frequency of 50Hz. This was tested with experiments on both the gait phase and continuously 
tracking the gait cycle percentage. Using these two strategies, subjects were able to modify their 
gait. Thanks to these characteristics, the system can be paired with any device to provide different 
types of feedbacks. During the studies presented in this dissertation, the system was used with over 
100 subjects of different ages, sizes, and pathologies. The system is shown to be reliable and 
durable. 
 
7.1 Novelty in DeepSole System Design  
The Deepsole system utilizes a modular design that is integrated into a single system that 
works together to characterize the gait of a person. By using state-of-the-art e-textiles, the insole 
module is comfortable and can provide an accurate reading of the loading at the foot level. The e-
textile insole can be made to a wide range of sizes to accommodate different ages and 
anthropometrics. Furthermore, the sensorized area could be adapted to every size. All components 
are contained within the shoe, no wires are run through the wearer, and all communications are 




The system can record a total of 24 sensors simultaneously at a sampling rate of up to 200 
Hz, this property allows it to record different activities other than walking [113], [114]. Although, 
the system has many sensors, the power consumption is low. We estimate that using an 850 mAh 
battery with a sampling frequency of 50Hz, the system can do continues data recording for up to 
6 hours. These properties open the possibility to use the system for longitudinal studies. The 
DeepSole system could be used to record patients during daily life activities to understand the 
effect of different pathologies, like Parkinson Disease where some gait phenomena are hard to 
replicate in clinical settings [115]. 
The electronics module is autonomous, can record 9 kinematics sensors and can 
independently control up to 3 direct current motors. Thanks to the wireless capabilities of the 
system, it can be upgraded to record motion data not only at the feet level but at other body 
segments. This property was used in the study presented in Chapter 6 to provide gait cycle timed 
vibration. Moreover, these modules could be expanded to make the DeepSole system a full-body 
motion tracker. 
 
7.2 Neural Networks for Gait Analysis and Training 
The design novelties of the DeepSole system allowed to do long recording sessions on a 
vast number of subjects. This created the need to process all these data in a fast an accurate fashion. 
To achieve this, artificial neural networks was chosen. ANNs was chosen because of their 
flexibility on mapping two different workspaces. Using the gait recordings, we were able to map 
the sensor reading to different gait spatiotemporal parameters. The models created are capable of 
processing minutes of recordings in a few seconds and have a comparable performance on various 




Three models are presented in this dissertation. The first one is a recurrent neural network 
that can classify the recording into the corresponding gait phase, i.e., stance phase or swing phase. 
Once the recording is divided into the corresponding phase, this output can be used to identify 
specific gait events like heel strike and toe off. Then, the heel strike can be used to divide the 
recording into strides. Once the data is segmented into stride, integration methods can be used to 
derive the several spatial parameters from the IMU recordings [116], [117]. Additionally, this 
model can be used in real-time to provide haptic feedback at specific gait phases, like shown in 
Chapter 5. In that study, vibratory feedback was provided to elicit an increased stance time on the 
non-dominant side of typically developed adults. This strategy resulted in asymmetrical walking, 
but only on the temporal parameters and not on the spatial parameters. The asymmetry in the 
temporal parameters implies that the subjects were loading their non-dominant leg for a longer 
time. These results could be used with population with muscle deficits on one side of the body, 
like stroke survivors.  
The second model presented uses an encoder-decoder recurrent neural network to provide 
a continuous prediction of the gait cycle percentage. This model excels at closely tracking the gait, 
even if the gait frequency suddenly changes (for example from a force being applied to the subject). 
This is thanks to the neural network architecture implemented that allows the raw sensor data to 
be processed without any filtering or preprocessing. Also, the dataset included data from a varied 
group of individuals with different anthropometrics and cadences. Furthermore, the left and right 
sides are treated as independent, this gives the model the ability to track the gait of subjects who 
present asymmetric walking. In Chapter 6, we used this model to provide complex vibratory 
feedback to healthy individuals. The feedback comprised of vibrations at the muscle level, the 




the muscle is active. To understand the effect of the timed vibration, constant vibration at the 
muscle level was also applied. The results showed that the kinematics of the subjects are affected 
by the vibration. But timed and constant vibration affect the gait different. The constant vibration 
has a higher effect on the temporal parameters and the timed vibration has a higher effect on the 
spatial parameters. The reason of the different effects needs to be further investigated. The 
differences can come from where the vibration is being processed. For example, the difference can 
come from one type of vibration being process by the central neural system and the other type 
being processed by the muscles spindles.  
The close tracking of the gait cycle of the DeepSole system can be used to provide gait 
synchronized feedback. The technology can have a big impact in different populations. For 
instance, in children with CP, it is often observed that they move their trunk and pelvis excessively 
as compared to normal gait [118]. Several of these characteristic movements have been studied, 
such as Trendelenburg gait. In Trendelenburg gait, the person is seen dropping their hip during the 
unloaded part of their gait [118]. Thus, Trendelenburg gait may also be referred to as hip drop. 
This is thought to be caused by weakness of certain muscle groups in the lower limb, including the 
gluteus medius and gluteus minimus [119]. For this study, a frontal moment could be applied to 
the pelvis. This frontal plane pelvic moment would be coordinated with the user's gait, as shown 
in Error! Reference source not found.. The hypothesis is that by applying the moments timed to 





The third model presented uses 2D encoder-decoder recurrent neural network to identify 
when a patient with Parkinson’s Disease is in a freezing of gait episode. During this episode, the 
patients’ voluntary walking stops, and they cannot continue walking. The episode can last from a 
fraction of a second, up to several seconds. This episode is difficult to replicate in clinical setting, 
thus studying it is challenging [115]. Automatically identifying the freezing of gait events is 
challenging because the algorithm needs to differentiate between voluntary and involuntary 
stopping. For the presented model, we wanted to use the experience of clinical experts to create a 
machine learning model that can identify the involuntary stopping of gait. To achieve this, we 
paired the recording from the DeepSole sensors with a coded video of the walking session. The 
video codding was done by a clinical expert and the information from both left and right shoes 
were used. The goal of the model was to classify the walking data into regular gait and freezing of 
Figure 7.1 Example of the applied moment to the pelvis synchronized to the gait of the subject. 





gait at a high frequency (50 Hz). The high frequency identification could be used to provide 
feedback when the patient is in a freezing event.  
Furthermore, the recording could be used to study an understand the onset of the event. To 
achieve this, several patients with Parkinson’s Disease who present FOG could wear the DeepSole 
system while performing their daily life activities. The model could be used to classify the 
recording to understand the triggers of the event. 
The work presented show the versatility of the DeepSole system when paired with neural 
networks. It can be used for characterization, training, and can act as an abstract sensor for human 
gait. The system can be used to do long recordings of people with gait abnormalities outside of a 
clinical setting. This could help understand how the disease affects their day-to-day living. 
Furthermore, the techniques presented for multi-sensor mapping can be easily adapted to multiple 
devices and sensors. These techniques can be expanded to identify episodic events in pathologies, 
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